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Abstract 

In this thesis, we mainly study geodesics on various two dimensional surfaces. 

All the background material needed throughout the thesis is provided, including 

an explanation of the theory of geodesics. We will calculate geodesics using two 

numerical methods: Euler's method and Runge-Kutta method of fourth order. 

Using Maple, we will test the accuracy of the numerical methods on a test case 

surface, the Poincare half plane. Later, we proceed to investigate several in

teresting surfaces by numerically calculating geodesics. From the investigated 

surfaces, we will draw similiarities between the human cerebral cortex and cer

tain surfaces. The human cerebral cortex is the most intensely studied part of 

the brain and it is believe that their exists a relation between the function and 

structure of the cortex. Geodesic analysis can possibly be an essential tool in 

better understanding the cortical surface as it is in many disciplines of science 

to understand the nature of physical based problems. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The motivation behind this thesis stems from my interest in studying and under

standing the relation between certain measurements performed on the surface 

of the human brain and geodesics. The surface of the human brain is referred 

to as the human cerebral cortex. It is the most intensely studied part of the 

brain. We will define and work with the cortical surface much later. 

Geographically, the human cerebral cortex has an irregular shape with many 

dents and grooves that somewhat resembles the ellipsoid surface. It is believed 

that the there exists a relationship between the structure and function of the cor

tex. Several numerical methods have been developed to visually reconstruct the 

cortical surface; however, due to the complexity of the cortex, each method has 

drawbacks in minimizing the distortions in topological representations. Thus, 

to some degree, the drawbacks have placed an impediment in finding a parallel 

between the function and the structure of the cortex. [11] 

According to the paper "Functional and structural mapping of human cerebral 

cortex: solutions are in the surface" by Van Essen et al., the most efficient 

way to topologically represent the cortical surface is by using the surface-based 

warping algorithm. Basically, the algorithm computes distance between points 

on a selected region of the cortical surface which serve as "coordinates" . The 

"coordinates" are gathered from various regions of the cortex and mapped to a 

two dimensional flat map. (The interested reader can have a look at the paper 

[9] by Schwartz et al. to find further details about the algorithm.) However, the 

authors state that the surface-based method has difficulties in generating ac

curate representations particularly in higher resolutions. One future suggestion 
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for the algorithm is to enhance the surface-based warping algorithm in order to 

warp the ellipsoid surface. The paper claims that a three dimensional warping 

algorithm would possibly limit distortions and would make it easier to study 

the human cerebral cortex. 

The purpose of this thesis is not to study the function of the human cerebral 

cortex, but rather the geodesics on various two dimensional surfaces and draw 

similarities between the cortical surface and certain surfaces. Instead of gener

ating a two dimensional coordinate system as used in the surface-based warping 

algorithm, we want to create a geodesic map by tracing a number of geodesics 

on a surface. From a geodesic map, we can approximate distances on various 

regions of surfaces resembling the cortex which can aid in better understanding 

the cortical structure. 

The work done with geodesics in this thesis is not only limited in studying 

parametrized surfaces and computational geometry. Geodesic analysis branches 

off into various areas of science such as computer science (computer graphics) 

and engineering science (computational physics). In these disciplines, many 

applications require computing a large number of geodesics. Thus, geodesics 

act as a useful tool in understanding the nature and dynamics of many physical 

based problems. 

All background material needed throughout this thesis will be provided, includ

ing an explanation of the theory of geodesics. Since calculating exact geodesics 

is difficult for most surfaces, we will introduce two numerical methods that will 

compute approximate geodesics: Euler's method and Runge-Kutta method. In 

the mathematical software program Maple, we have created various codes which 

will numerically compute and illustrate geodesics using the numerical methods. 

We will use the Poincare half plane surface as a test case to verify the accuracy 
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of the numerical methods, since the exact geodesics and distances can be eas

ily computed and compared with approximate values. After, we will consider 

several interesting surfaces such as the monkey saddle surface and the bumpy 

ellipsoidal surface, and later draw correlations to the human cerebral cortex. 

Finally, we will conclude with possible future avenues of research that could be 

investigated using the methods in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Geodesics and Calculations 

In this chapter, we will introduce some general background material. We will 

discuss the theory of geodesics and later derive the differential equations of 

geodesics. Also, the mathematical procedure of two numerical methods, Euler's 

method and Runge-Kutta method, will be explained in detail. These numeri

cal methods will be used to calculate the solutions of differential equations of 

geodesics for various surfaces in Maple. 

2.1 Background Material 

We will define three types of subsets of Rn which we will need: curves, surfaces 

and patches. 

First, we will characterize certain subsets of Rn that are one dimensional and 

where methods of differential calculus can be applied. These subsets are defined 

as images of differentiable functions. "Differentiable" means that the functions 

are continuous for all derivative orders. 

Definition 2. 1. 1 A parametrized differentiable curve is a differentiable map 

a : I ----> Rn of an open interval I = (a, b) of the real line R into Rn. 

We will focus on curves that are mappings of R into R 2 or R 3
. We want to 

analyze regular curves. 

Definition 2. 1. 2 A parametrized differentiable curve a(t) : I ----> R 2 or~ 
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is said to be regular if a:' ( t) =I= 0 for all t E I. 

Next, we will consider the subsets of Rn that are two dimensional. 

Definition 2. 1. 3 A parametrized differentiable surface is a differentiable map 

:z: : U ~ R 2 --+ Rn of an open subset U of R 2 into Rn. 

We will focus on surfaces that are mappings of U ~ R 2 into R 3
. We will work 

with regular surfaces. 

Definition 2. 1. 4 A subset M C R3 is a regular surface if for each p E M 

there exists a neighbourhood V of p in R3 and a map :z: : U --+ Rn of an open 

set U c R2 onto V n M c R3 such that: 

1. :z: is differentiable. 

2. :z: : U --+ V n M is a homeomorphism. This means that :z: has a continuous 

inverse :z:- 1 : V n M --> U such that :z:- 1 is the restriction to V n M of 

a continuous map F : W --+ R2
, where W is an open subset of R3 that 

contains V n M. 

3. Each map z : U --+ M is a regular patch. 

Finally. we will define a special function of two variables. 

Definition 2. 1. 5 A patch or local surface is a differentiable mapping 
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where U is an open subset of R 2
. More generally, if A is any subset of R 2 , the 

map x : A -> R3 is a patch provided that x can be extended to a differentiable 

mapping from U into R 3 , where U is an open set containing A. The trace or 

image of x is denoted by x(U). 

Now, we will characterize two types of patches: regular and injective. 

Definition 2. 1. 6 A regular patch is a patch x: U ~ R 2 -> R 3 for which the 

Jacobian matrix J(x)(u, v) has rank 2 for all (u, v) E U. An injective patch is a 

patch such that x(u1 , vi) = x(u2 , v2 ) implies that u 1 = u2 and v1 = v2 • 

Note that there are regular patches which are not injective and vice versa. 

For example, the cylinder defined parametrically by x(u,v) = (cos(u),sin(u),v) 

with u E (-oc,oo) and v E (-1,1) is a regular patch, but not an injective 

patch. Also, the function defined parametrically by x( u, v) = ( u3 , v3 , uv) for 

u, v E ( -1, 1) is an injective patch, but not a regular patch. 

A useful criterion for regular patches stems from the following lemma. 

Lemma 2. 1. 1 A patch x : U ~ R2 -> R3 is regular at ( u0 , v0 ) E U if and 

only if Xu x a;, is nonzero at ( uo, vo). 

Proof. Refer to Gray p. 192. 

The next lemma introduces a property of an injective patch. 

Lemma 2. 1. 2 Let x : U -> R 3 be an injective patch. The vector field 

( u, v) ~---+ Xu x a;,, if nonzero, is everywhere perpendicular to x(U). 
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Proof. Refer to Gray p. 193. 

Now, we will describe some aspects of the geometry of a surface in R 3 in more 

detail. We start by calculating how a regular surface M bends in R 3 . The 

bending of a surface is tracked by estimating the change of the surface normal 

N from point to point. 

Definition 2. 1. 7 For an injective patch x : U __.. R 3 the unit normal vector 

field or surface normal N is given by 

x..xa;, 
N(u,v) =I I (u,v) 

x..xa;, 

at those points ( u, v) E U at which Xu x a;, does not vanish. 

We can also describe the geometry of a surface by investigating distance. For a 

regular patch, the metric is 

for some functions E, F and G that we will now define. 

Definition 2. 1. 8 Let x : U -> R 3 be a regular patch, a mapping of an open 

set U into R3 . The functions E, F, G : U -> R are given by 

The metric on the regular patch is defined by ds2 = Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gdv2 

and is called the first fundamental form of the patch x induced from R3
. The 

functions E, F and G are called the coefficients of the first fundamental forrn. 

Lemma 2. 1. 3 Let a : (a, b) __.. R3 be a curve that lies on a regular injective 
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patch z : U ___. R3
. The arc length function l of a starting at a( c) is given by 

l(t) = 1t E(~~)2 + 2F~~ ~~ + G(~~)2 dt. 

Proof. Refer to Gray p. 253. 

The distance between two points is the length of the shortest curve joining them. 

Now, we will define the coefficients of the second fundamental form. 

Definition 2. 1. 9 Let z : U ___. ~ be a regular patch. The functions e, f and 

g defined as 

e=-Nu·Zu=N·Zuu 

f = -Nv · Zu = N · Zuv = N · Zuu = -Nu · :!;, 

g = -Nv · a;, = N · Zuv 

are called the coefficients of the second fundamental form. 

2.2 Theory of Geodesics 

Our ultimate goal is to study the "straight lines" of differential geometry. We 

will begin to describe the theory of geodesics. 

Suppose that a(t) is a curve with unit speed, v(t) = la'(t)i = 1, on the surface 

M in R 3
. There are two perpendicular unit vectors: T = a' (unit tangential 

vector) and N (unit normal vector on M). Also, there is a third unit vector 

obtained by the cross product ofT and N: T x N. All three unit vectors are 

perpendicular to one another and form a basis of R 3 . Thus, any vector is a 

linear combination of these three unit vectors. 
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The acceleration vector of a can be written as 

a"= AT+ B(T x N) + CN, 

where the coefficients are given by A= a"· T, B =a''· T x Nand C =a"· N. 

Substituting in the coefficients A, B and C, we obtain 

a" = (a"· T)T +(a"· T x N)(T x N) +(a"· N)N. 

Since a has unit speed, differentiating v 2 =a'· a'= 1, it will give us a"· a'+ 

a' · a" = 0. Thus, a' · a" = T · a" = 0. 

Now, a" can be written with no T component: 

a"= (a"· T x N)(T x N) +(a"· N)N. 

We will investigate the first term of a". We have that T x Nisin the tangent 

plane of M for all p E M and 

a" · T x N = N · a" x a' 

= INIIa" x a'l cos( B) 

= Ia" x a'l cos( B) 

="""'cos( B), 

where """' is the curvature of a and B is the angle between a" x a' and N. The 

above expression is referred to as the geodesic curvature of a, 

I'Cg = I'C0 cos(B). 

Next, we are can decompose the acceleration a" into tangential and normal 

components: 
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and a~ormal =(a". N)N. 

Finally, we can state the definition of a geodesic. 

Definition 2. 2. 1 A curve a on the surface fl;f with a~an 

geodesic. 

0 is called a 

Thus, the geodesics of a surface will be the "straight lines" of differential geom

etry. Also, the following lemma gives an important fact about geodesics. 

Lemma 2. 2. 1 A geodesic has constant speed. 

Proof. The speed of a is v = Ia' I, so v2 =a'· a'. Differentiating v, we get 

2vv' = a" · a' + a' · a" = 2a' · a" = 0, 

since a" = a~ormal and a~ormal ·a' = 0. Thus, v' = 0 meaning that v is a 

constant. 0 

Note that if a surface M contains a straight line a(t) = p + tq, then that line 

must be a geodesic because a" = 0. 

The reverse is also true in the following context. 

Suppose that P is a plane with a unit normal vector N and a is a geodesic in 

P. By the definition, a~an = 0; thus, a" = (a"· N)N. However, a'· N = 0, 

since a lies in P. 

Differentiating a' · N = 0, it yields 

0 =(a'· N)' =a"· N +a'· N' =a"· N, 
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since N is a constant vector. Both the tangential and normal components of a" 

vanish meaning that a" = 0. Thus, a must be a straight line. 

2.3 Differential Equations for Geodesics 

Now, we will calculate geodesics. 

First, we will define define eight functions of the coefficients of the first funda

mental form which are called Christoffel symbols. 

Definition 2. 3. 1 Let x : U --+ Rn be a regular patch. The Christoffel symbols 

rjk, i,j, k = 1, 2, corresponding to x are given by 

r1 _ GEu- 2FFu + FEv 
11 - 2(EG- F 2 ) ' 

r 2 _ 2EFu- EEv- FEu 
11 - 2(EG- F 2 ) ' 

1 GEv+FGu 
r12 = 2(EG- F2)' 

2 EGu-FEv 
r 12 = 2(EG- F2)' 

r1 _ 2GFv - 2GGu - FGv 
22 - 2(EG - F 2 ) ' 

r2 _ EGv- 2FFv + FGu 
22 - 2(EG- F 2 ) ' 

Let a= x(u(t),v(t)) be a curve on the surface M. Suppose that a'= u'xu + 
v'xv. Taking the derivative of a', we get 

Now, 

d ( ) I I dt Xu U, V = U Xuu + V Xuv 

and similarily, 

d ( ) I I dt Xv U, V = U Xvu + V Xvv· 
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Using Gauss Equations, we can calculate the geodesic curvature of a. 

Theorem 2. 3. 1 Let x be a regular patch in R 3 with the surface normal N. 

Then, 

Zuu = rtl a;. + f~1 Xu + Ne, 

Zuv = rt2z.. + n2Xu + Nf = Xuu, 

Xuv = f~2Zu + f~2Xu + Ng, 

where the functions e, f and g are the coefficients of the second fundamental 

form. 

Proof. Refer to Gray p. 398-399. 

A straightforward calculation shows that 

(v" + u'2 f~ 1 + 2u'v'f~2 + v'2f~2 ) xv + d N, 

where the coefficient d of N contains the functions e, f and g. From the above 

calculations, the following lemma is an immediate consequence. 

Lemma 2. 3. 1 Let M c R3 be a surface parametrized by a regular patch 

x : U ....... R 3
, where U c R 2

. Then, the geodesics on M are determined by two 

second order differential equations: 

where f}k are Christoffel symbols of x. 
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Next, we can derive one special case. 

Definition 2. 3. 1 Let M be a surface with metric ds2 = Edu2 + 2Fdudv + 
Gdv2 . A Clairaut patch (also called a u-Clairaut patch} on M is a patch x : 

U --> M for which 

Eu = Gu =F=O. 

The following lemma is a consequence of Definition 2. 3. 1. 

Lemma 2. 3. 2 [6] For a Clairaut patch with ds2 = Edu2 +Gdv2 , the Christof

fel symbols are given by 

In this case, the differential equations of geodesics reduce to 

u" + Ev u'v' = 0, 
E 

11 _ Ev 12 + Gv 12 _ O 
v 2Gu 2Gv - . 

An example of a Clairaut patch is a sphere. A parametrization of the sphere 

x( u, v) = (cos( u) cos(v), sin( u) cos( v ), sin(v) ), 

where 0 ~ u ~ 27T and 0 ~ v ~ 7T. It is easy to compute that E = cos2 (v), F = 0 

and G = 1. Furthermore, Eu = Gu = 0, Ev = -2 cos( v) sin( v) and Gv = 0. 
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Thus, the differential equations of geodesics for the sphere become 

u"- 2 tan(v)u'v' = 0, 

v" + sin( v) cos( v )u12 = 0. 

All the calculations above are coded in Maple. (See Appendix A and Appendix 

B) 

2.4 Numerical Methods Used to Solve 
Geodesics Equations 

For many surfaces, the differential equations of geodesics are complicated and/or 

cannot be solved explicitly. We will find numerical approximations of solutions 

of the differential equations. Two particular methods will be used: Euler's 

method and Runge-Kutta method of fourth order. 

Recall. For the first order problemy' = f(x, y) with the initial value y(x0 ) = 
y0 , we want to find approximate values of the solution at Xn+l = Xn + h, where 

h is the step size. The iterative Euler's formula is 

Yn+l = Yn + h · f(xn, Yn), 

where n _:::: 0 and (xo, y0 ) is the initial value. The formula calculates the succes

sive approximations Yn to the exact values of y(xn) of the solution y = y(x) at 

the points Xn respectively. [3] D 

We will take the second order differential equations of geodesics, 
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and transform them into a fourth order system of first order initial value prob

lem, 

u'=p 

v' =q 

p' = -rilu'2 - 2r~2u'v'- r~2v12 

q' = -nlu'2 - 2r~2u'v'- r~2v'2 , 

where (u(O),v(O)) = (u0 ,v0 ) is the initial point and (p(O),q(O)) = (po,qo) is the 

initial direction. 

Now, we can modify this system of first order equations into the Euler's method 

iterative formula: 

Un+l = Un + h · Pn 

Pn+l = Pn + h · ( -rilP~- 2ri2Pnqn- r~2q;) 

qn+l = qn + h · ( -r~lP~- 2r~2Pnqn- r~2q;), 

where n 2: 0, (u0 ,v0 ) is the initial point, (p0 ,q0 ) is the initial unit vector, and 

h > 0 is the step size. (See Appendix C) 

Runge-Kutta method of fourth order (RK4) is similar to Euler's method, but 

more precise in computation. [1] The general idea of RK4 is to weigh the average 

of the slopes at the midpoint of each interval, [xn, Xn+I]· 

Recall. For the first order initial value problem y' = f(x, y) with the initial 

value y(xo) =Yo. we define Yn+l using the following iteration formula: 

Yn+l ~ Yn + ~(y'(xn) + 2y'(xn + ~) + 2y'(xn + ~) + Y1
(Xn+I)), 
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where h is the step size. The formula calculates approximate values of the 

solution at Xn+l = Xn +h. We replace y'(xn), 2y'(xn + ~), 2y'(xn +~),and 

y' ( Xn+l) with the following estimates: 

• k1 = f(xn, Yn) which is the slope at Xn; 

• k2 = f(xn +~h, Yn +~h·k1) which is the slope at the midpoint of[xn, Xn+I] 

using k1 to determine they-value; 

• k3 = f(xn +~h, Yn +~h·k2) which is the slope at the midpoint of [xn, Xn+I] 

using k2 to determine they-value; 

• k4 = f ( Xn + h, Yn + h · ka) which is the slope at Xn+l using ka to determine 

the y-value. 

Substituting, we get the following iterative Runge-Kutta formula: 

If K = ~(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4 ) is the weighted average of the four slopes, then 

we have the iterative Euler's formula 

Yn+l = Yn + h · K. [3]0 

The differential equations of geodesics is a system of four first order differential 

equations. We write it as, 

u' = !l(t, u, v,p, q) = p 

v1 = h(t, u, v,p, q) = q 

I f (t ) r2 /2 2r2 I I r2 /2 q = 4 ,u,v,p,q =- 11u - 12uv- 22v , 
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and convert into the iterative Runge-Kutta formula as follows. In each step, we 

compute (n ~ 0) 

h kn k12 k13 k14 
k21 = h · fl(tn + 2'Un + 2'Vn + 2'Pn + 2'qn + 2) 

h kn k12 k13 k14 
k22 = h · h(tn + 2'Un + 2'Vn + 2'Pn + 2'qn + 2) 

h kn k12 k13 k14 
k23 = h · fa(tn + 2'Un + 2'Vn + 2'Pn + 2'qn + 2) 

h kn k12 k13 k14 
k24 = h • f4 ( tn + 2, Un + 2, Vn + 2' Pn + 2' qn + 2) 

h k21 k22 k23 k24 
k31 = h · fl(tn + 2'Un + 2'Vn + 2'Pn + 2'qn + 2) 

h k21 k22 k23 k24 
k32 = h · h(tn + 2'Un + 2'Vn + 2'Pn + 2'qn + 2) 

h k21 k22 k23 k24 
k33 = h · fa(tn + 2'Un + 2'Vn + 2'Pn + 2'qn + 2) 

h k21 k22 k23 k24 
k34 = h · f4(tn + 2'Un + 2'Vn + 2'Pn + 2'qn + 2) 
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Then, 
1 

Un+l = Un + 6 · ( ku + 2 · k21 + 2 · k31 + k41) 

1 
Vn+l = Vn + 6 · (k12 + 2 · k22 + 2 · k32 + k42) 

1 
Pn+l = Pn + 6 · (k13 + 2 · k23 + 2 · k33 + k43) 

1 
qn+l = qn + 6 · (kl4 + 2 • k24 + 2 · k34 + k44), 

where tn+l = tn +hand n ~ 0. (See Appendix D) 

Throughout this thesis, Euler's method and Runge-Kutta of fourth order method 

will be used to present several numerical results of differential equations of 

geodesics. All the numerical results are coded in Maple 11 and can be ref

erenced in the Appendices. All computational results were obtained using a 

Macintosh computer with a 2.33GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU and 2 GB of mem

ory. We will test the accuracy and speed of the numerical methods in the next 

couple of chapters of this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 

Test Case: Poincare Half Plane 

In this chapter, we introduce the Poincare half plane and its metric. It will serve 

as a test case to check the accuracy of Euler's method and Runge-Kutta method 

of fourth order when computing geodesics in Maple. Later, these numerical 

methods will provide us with an efficient way of calculating geodesics on different 

surfaces. After defining the Poincare metric, we will study geodesics and derive 

the distance formula. Being able to draw geodesic circles in Maple, we will 

illustrate a case of metric fibration. 

3.1 Definition of the Poincare Half Plane 

In non-Euclidean geometry, the Poincare half plane is the upper half-plane, 

R! = {(u,v) E R2
: v > 0}, 

with the Poincare metric, 

A straightforward calculation shows that the coefficients of the first fundamental 

form are E = G = ~ and F = 0. Furthermore, Eu = Gu = 0 and Ev = Gv = 
-~. Thus, (R!,ds2 ) is a Clairaut patch. 

3.2 Geodesics in the Poincare Half Plane 

In the Poincare half plane, there are only two types of curves that can be 

geodesics. 
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Theorem 3. 2. 1 [8] The geodesics of the Poincare metric on the half plane 

R! are the following: vertical lines and circular arcs centred on the u-axis. 

Proof. Let o:(t) = (u(t),v(t)) be a unit speed geodesic, ie. io:'(t)i2 = Eu'2 + 
Fv'2 = 1. 

Since Gu = Eu = F = 0, the Poincare half plane is a Clairaut patch and the 

differential equations of geodesics are given by Lemma 2.3.2: 

u"- ~u'v' = 0 
v 

v" + .!.u'2 - .!.v12 = 0. 
v v 

From the first geodesic equation, assuming u' =J 0, we obtain 

-dt = -v'dt J u" j 2 
u' v 

ln(u') = 2 ln(v) + c, 

where c is a constant. Thus, 

eln(u') = 2 eln(v)+c 

u' = Av2
, 

where A= ec. 

If u' = 0, then u =constant (v > 0) which is a vertical line. Thus, this proves 

that a geodesic can be a vertical line. 

Now, from the unit speed relation, we obtain 

or 

Plugging in u' = Av2 into the unit speed relation, we have 
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Dividing v1 by u1
, it yields a seperable differential equation which we will inte

grate by substitution. 

v1 vv'1 - A2v2 

U1 Av2 

I Av I u = v 
v'1- A2v2 

! du=J Av dv. 
v'1- A2v2 

Substituting z = 1 - A2v2, dz = -2A2v dv, we get 

where d is a constant. 

Simplifying the result gives us 

which is an equation of a circle centred on the u-axis. Thus, in this case, the 

geodesic is a circular arc centred on the u-axis. D 

3.3 Distance Formula 

We now can calculate the distance between two points on a geodesic. 

Let A1(u1,v1) and A2(u2,v2) be the two given points on a geodesic. By inte

grating the Poincare metric along the geodesic, we obtain the distance formula: 

d(A,,A,) ~ { lln~l 

lln ::~~~I 
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-----+ 
where ti is the angle between the vectors QAi and the positive u-axis, i = 1, 2. 

The point Q lies on the u-axis and is the centre of the Euclidean circle through 

the points AI and A2. [8] 

We will derive the distance formula. 

Case 1. Assume that u2 = u1. This means that the value of u is fixed and the 

geodesic is a vertical line. 

v 

,.., -. 
l' ' ..... 

ll 

Figure 1: Representation of Case 1. 

Let o:(t) = (ui, vi)+ t(u2 - ui, v2 - vr) be a parametrization of a straight line 

segment between AI and A2, where 0:::; t ::=; 1. By the assumption u2 = u1, we 

obtain 

o:(t) = (ui,VI +t(v2 -vi)· 

It follows that 

o:'(t) = (O,v2- VI), 

and 
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The length of the line segment is calculated by 

l = 11 
jc/(t)i dt 

1
1 (v2- vl) 

= 
0 

v1 +t(v2 -vl) dt, 

where z = v1 + t(v2 - v1), dz = (v1- vi) dt, 

= ln lv1 + t(v2- v1)l1: 

= ln lv2l - ln lv1l = ln I~: I, 
assuming that v2 > v1 . In general, distance in this case is jln ~ j. D 

Case 2. Assume that u2 =J: u1. This means that A1 and A2 lie on the a circular 

arc. 

v 

Q ll 

Figure 2: Representation of Case 2. 

Let a(t) = (q+rcos(t),rsin(t)) be a circular arc connecting A1 and A2, where 

t 1 :::; t :::; t2, r is the radius and Q = (q, 0) is the centre of a circular arc on the 

u-axis (See Figure 2). Then, 

Thus, we obtain 

a'(t) = (-rsin(t),rcos(t)). 

ia'(t)i 2 = ( -rsin(t))
2 

+ (rcos(t))
2 

(r sin(t) )2 
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The length of the circular segment is computed to be 

1
t2 

l = la'(t)l dt 
tl 

1
t2 

= csc(t) dt 
tl 

= ln I csc(t)- cot(t)l l
t2 

tl 

= (l-cos(t))lt2 = ( (!))lt2 In . ( ) In tan 
2 Sin t t1 t1 

= In (tan C; ) ) -In (tan C; ) ) 
- I tan(~) I -In _(_t_), 

tan j 

assuming that t2 > t1 . In general, the distance is lin ::::~ 4 ~ I· D 

This exact geodesic distance will be used to test the accuracy of our numerical 

methods. 

3.4 Accuracy of the Numerical Methods 

Now that we know what geodesics are in the Poincare half plane, we are ready to 

compare numerically calculated geodesics with exact geodesics. We will examine 

a few cases. 

Euler's Method 

Pick a point A( 0, 1) and an initial vector V'" (cos( 8), sin( 61)), where 61 = 2;'. The 

figure below shows the comparison of the exact geodesic and the numerically 

calculated geodesic using Euler's method with 1000 steps and a step size 0.01. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of exact geodesic (solid line) and numerically calculated 

geodesic (dotted line) using Euler's method. (h = 0.01, n = 1000 steps) 

By decreasing the value of h and increasing the value of n, we obtain a better 

approximation. The figure below is obtained by iterating 10000 steps with a 

step size of 0.005. 

'~ 
, I 

Figure 4: Comparison of exact geodesic (solid line) and numerically calculated 

geodesic (dotted line) using Euler's method. (h = 0.005, n = 10000 steps) 

Runge-Kutta Fourth Order Method (RK4) 

RK4 provides better approximations of numerically calculated geodesics than 

Euler's method. We can see this is true in the case of the figure below where 
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we used the same initial conditions as in Figure 3. The numerically calculated 

geodesic sits upon top of the exact geodesic. 

Figure 5: Comparison of exact geodesic (solid line) and numerically calculated 

geodesic (dotted line) using RK4 method. (h = 0.01, n = 1000 steps) 

Both Euler's method and Runge-Kutta method give fairly good approximations 

of geodesics. RK4 method is more precise than Euler's method and is therefore 

used in various calculations. [3] Thus, whenever possible, we will use RK4 

method. 

Unfortunately, we have limitations in hardware (Macintosh) and software (Maple) 

that restrict us to perform certain numerical calculations because the system 

either breaks down due to the exceeding memory allocation or takes a very 

long time to run numerical calculations which at times does not finish at all. 

These restrictions will be mentioned throughout this thesis when we investigate 

various surfaces and the various strategies to overcome computer limitations. 

Distance 

Now, we will show that the numerical methods can be used to estimate the 

distance between two points. In general, there is no explicit way to find the 
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distance between two points on a surface. What we can do is use Euler's and 

RK4 methods to obtain an approximation. 

Pick two points A 1(u 1 ,v1 ) (initial point) and A2(u2,v2). We construct a se

quence of concentric geodesic circles centred at A 1 of increasing radii h, 2h, 3h, ... , nh, ... 

where h is the step size and n is the number of steps used in either Euler's 

method or RK4 method. We stop when we reach the point A2, ie. when A2 is 

the region between circles of radii nh and (n + l)h. 

To construct each circle, we do the following procedure. We generate a number 

of geodesics starting at A1 , where the directions are given by (cos(Bi), sin(Bi)), 

where Bi = 2
N11" i and i = 1, ... , N. Thus, the speed of each geodesic is ~. By 

Vl 

connecting the points on each geodesic that are generated by the first iteration 

step, we obtain the circle of radius h. Similarly, by connecting the points on all 

geodesics generated in the second iteration step, we obtain the circle of radius 

2h, etc. We want to ensure that we have a sufficient number of steps to form a 

family of geodesic circles reaching the point A2. If A2 is between the geodesic 

circles obtained by n and n + 1 iterations, then the approximate distance is 

This inequality holds true because geodesics have constant speed by Lemma 2. 

2. 1. 

As an example, let us estimate the distance between the points A1 (1, 2) (initial 

point) and A2 (1.4, 2.4) in the Poincare half plane using RK4 method. The 

following conditions are used to construct the circles: the initial direction angles 

Bi = ~~ i, i = 1, ... , 60, the step size h = 0.03 and the number of steps n = 17. 
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Thus, Figure 6 shows that the approximate distance is ( n = 17) 

ie. 

which was calculated in Maple. (See Appendix E) 

Figure 6: Distance between two points (1,2) and (1.4, 2.4) using RK4 method. 

Using the distance formula from Section 3.4 and Maple to calculate it, we obtain 

that 

We performed another accuracy test of the numerical methods. Using A(1, 2) 

as an initial point, we used both Euler's method and RK4 method to calculate 

the geodesic in the initial direction () = ~ with the step size h = 0.02 and the 

number of steps n = 1000. 

In the case of Euler's method, the geodesic ended at a point (8.535549, 0.001226); 

its distance from A is (looo~(o.o2) = 10, compared to the exact distance of 

10.119285. In the case of RK4 method, the geodesic ended at a point (8.464101. 0.001355); 
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its distance from A is (lOOO)(o.o2) 
2 

9.999271. 

10, compared to the exact distance of 

We will use the numerically calculated geodesic circles to estimate the distance 

on other surfaces, since the approximations of Euler's method and Runge-Kutta 

method seem to be fairly accurate. Unfortunately, we will not be able to com

pare the approximate distance with the exact distance on an arbitrary surface, 

since there is no explicit way to calculate the distance between two points. 

3.5 Metric Fibration 

Disgressing a bit, we use our tools to illustrate a case of a metric fibration in 

the Poincare half plane. 

Definition 3. 5. 1 A partition of a metric space by a family of congruent and 

mutually equidistant sets is called a metric fibration. 

According to the paper [5], there are three types of metric fibrations of hyper

bolic geometry: fibration by fifth lines, fibration by horocycles, and fibration by 

broken horocycles. We will only focus on the fibration by horocycles. In general, 

a horocycle is defined as the limit of circles with the same tangent line at a given 

point as their radii approaches infinity. In Euclidean geometry, the limit is "the 

circle of infinite radius" or a straight line, and, in hyperbolic geometry, the limit 

is a curve represented by a circle tangent to the u-axis. [8] Thus, horocyles are 

a family of circles tangent to the u-axis. 

Since we have developed a way to sketch geodesic circles, we can illustrate 

horocycles in the Poincare half plane. 
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Figure 7: Representation of Horocycles. 

The figure above shows a family of circles where all the their radii lie on the 

line u = 1. Each circle is obtained by shooting geodesics in a number of equally 

spaced directions for the same distance. 

In this case, we generated four sets of geodesics, each starting at a different point 

on the line u = 1. In general, instead of using a single initial point, we can shoot 

many geodesics from many initial points to study a surface and to investigate 

the relation of every geodesics to one another. This approach is useful when we 

mention the phase flow method in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4 

Using Maple to Study Geodesics on Some 
Interesting Surfaces 

Having developed the necessary methods to analyze geodesics, we will inves

tigate two particular surfaces: the monkey saddle surface and the corkscrew 

surface. We will show that certain regions on these surfaces are similar to re

gions of the human cerebral cortex. We will calculate and sketch the geodesics 

of the monkey saddle surface and the corkscrew surface. 

4.1 The Monkey Saddle Surface 

The monkey saddle is a regular surface parameterized by 

x(u, v) = (u, v, u3 - 3uv2
), 

where u, v E R. 

Figure 8: The Monkey Saddle Surface. 

A generalized version of the monkey saddle surface is given by 
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where n 2 3 and u,v E R. 

As mentioned earlier, we can use certain parts of the monkey saddle surface to 

simulate parts of the human cerebral cortex in order to better understand its 

structure. The figure below shows one part of the surface that can be used for 

that purpose. 

Figure 9: The Generalized Monkey Saddle Surface. (n = 6) 

+Z 

-y 

Figure 10: A 'bumpy' region of the human cerebral cortex. [12] 

We will work with the monkey saddle surface parametrization 

where u, v E R, to calculate and illustrate geodesics. In a similar way, we 
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could calculate a generalized version of the monkey saddle surface using stronger 

computational tools. 

The coefficients of the first fundamental form are 

which give the metric 

From the Christoffel symbols, 

we obtain the differential equations of geodesics for a monkey saddle: 

11 36u2 v 12 72uv2 
1 1 36u2 v 12 0 v- u + uv+ v =. 

1 + 9(u2 + v2)2 1 + 9(u2 + v2)2 1 + 9(u2 + v2)2 

In order to solve geodesic equations numerically, we need to rewrite the equa

tions as a fourth order system of first order equations: 

ul =p 

vi =q 

P
1 = _ 18u(u2 - v2) 2 36v(u2

- v2) 18u(u2 - v2) 
1 + 9(u2 + v2)2p + 1 + 9(u2 + v2 ) 2 pq + 1 + 9(u2 + v2)2i 

1 36u2v 2 72uv2 36u2v 
q = + 1 + 9(u2 + v2)2p - 1 + 9(u2 + v2)2pq + 1 + 9(u2 + v2)2i. 
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Using Maple, we numerically calculate and illustrate the geodesics on the mon

key saddle surface. Below are the results using RK4 method with the initial 

point (u0 ,v0 ) = (0,0) and the initial direction vector 71 = (cos(B),sin(B)) where 

the initial direction angles are e = ~~ i, i = 1, ... ,50. 

Figure 11: (The Monkey Saddle Surface) Geodesics in the uv-plane, showing 

actual points calculated by using RK4 method. (h = 0.1, n = 70 steps) 

Figure 12: (The Monkey Saddle Surface) Geodesics in the uv-plane as curves 

using RK4 method. (h = 0.1, n = 70 steps) 
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The next figure shows the geodesics on the surface. 

Figure 13: (The Monkey Saddle Surface) Geodesics on the surface using RK4 

method. (h = 0.1, n = 70 steps) 

By connecting all the iterated points of the same step on all the geodesics, we 

can produce geodesic circles on the surface. These configurations are useful in 

calculating distances on a surface. We can show them in two or three dimensions. 

Figure 14: (The Monkey Saddle Surface) Geodesic circles in the uv-plane using 

RK4 method. (h = 0.1, n = 15 steps) 
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Figure 15: (The Monkey Saddle Surface) Geodesic circles on the surface using 

RK4 method. (h = 0.1, n = 15 steps) 

For the purpose of using surfaces that resemble certain parts of the human 

cerebral cortex, we need to use initial points other than (u0 ,v0 ) = (0,0). The 

figures below show geodesics and geodesic circles with the initial point ( u0 , v0 ) = 

(1, 1) and the initial direction angles 8 = ;~ i, i = 1, ... ,50. 

Figure 16: (The Monkey Saddle Surface) Geodesics in the uv-plane, showing 

actual points calculated by using RK4 method. (h = 0.1, n = 70 steps) 
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Figure 17: (The Monkey Saddle Surface) Geodesics, shown as points, on the 

surface using RK4 method. (h = 0.1, n = 70 steps) 

Figure 18: (The Monkey Saddle Surface) Geodesic circles on the surface using 

RK4 method. (h = 0.1,n = 15 steps) 
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4.2 The Corkscrew Surface 

The corkscrew surface is a regular surface parametrized by 

x(u,v) = (acos(u) cos(v),asin(u) cos(v),asin(v) + bu), 

where a, bare constants, u E [0, 27r) and v E [-1r, 1r]. The surface is obtained by 

extending the sphere along its diameter, and then twisting it. 

To obtain the differential equations of geodesics for the general corkscrew surface 

parametrization, we calculate the coefficients of the first fundamental form, 

which gives the metric, 

The Christoffel symbols are 

from which we obtain the following geodesic equations, 

11 abcos2 (v)sin(v) 12 2a2 cos(v)sin(v) 1 1 u - u - uv 
a2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2 (v) a2 cos2 (v) + b2- b2 cos2 (v) 

absin(v) v12 = 0 
a2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2 (v) 

11 (a2 cos2 (v)+b2 )sin(v)cos(v) 12 2abcos2 (v)sin(v) 11 v + u - uv 
a 2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2 (v) a 2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2 (v) 

b2 cos(v) sin(v) 12 0 + v = 
a2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2 (v) 
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We modify the above differential equations in order to solve them by numerical 

methods as a fourth order system of first order equations, 

ul=p 

vi =q 

1 abcos2 (v) sin(v) 2 2a2 cos(v) sin(v) 
p = + a2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2(vl + a2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2 (v)pq 

absin(v) 2 
+ q 

a2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2 (v) 

1 (a2 cos2 (v) + b2 ) sin( v) cos( v) 2 2ab cos2 ( v) sin( v) 
q=- p+ pq 

a2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2 (v) a2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2 (v) 

b2 cos(v)sin(v) 2 

a2 cos2 (v) + b2 - b2 cos2 (v) q · 

The above calculations apply to the corkscrew surface obtained from a sphere. 

As we can see, the equations are quite complex. For our investigation of the 

corkscrew surface, we will slightly modify the parametrization and so the dif

ferential equations of geodesics will be even more complex and too long to be 

included here. In Maple, we will calculate and illustrate geodesics using the 

following parametrization 

x( u, v) = (2 cos( u) cos( v), 4 sin( u) cos( v), sin( v) + 0.5u), 

u E [0, 27r] and v E [ -1r, 1r]. This corkscrew surface modification twists an 

ellipsoid rather than sphere to create a surface similar locally in nature to the 

cortical surface. 
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Figure 19: The Corkscrew Surface. (a= 2,b = 4,c = 1,d = 0.5) 

The twists on the modified corkscrew surface resemble certain regions of the 

human cerebral cortex. We believe that this this particular surface is suitable 

to investigate in order to simulate parts of the cortical surface. 

+Z 

-y 

; -z 

Figure 20: A 'twisted' region of the human cerebral cortex. [12] 

Using RK4 method, the figures below relate to geodesics on the modified corkscrew 

surface generated at the initial point ( u0 , v0 ) = ( rr, rr) with the initial direction 

angles (} = ~~ i, i = 1, ... ,50. 
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Figure 21: (The Corkscrew Surface) Geodesic curves in the uv-plane using RK4 

method. (h = 0.1, n = 30 steps) 

Figure 22: (The Corkscrew Surface) Geodesics on the surface using RK4 

method. (h = 0.1, n = 30 steps) 
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We can illustrate geodesic circles by shooting geodesics in many directions from 

the same initial point. Also, a better representation of the self-intersecting 

geodesics will be shown in the following figures. 

4.0 

3.8 

3.6 

3.4 

3.2 

3.0 

2.8 

2.6 

2.4 

2.Z 

Figure 23: (The Corkscrew Surface) Geodesic circles in the uv-plane using RK4 

method. (h = O.l,n = 15 steps) 

Figure 24: (The Corkscrew Surface) Geodesic circles on the surface using RK4 

method. (h = 0.1, n = 15 steps) 

Since we are interested analyzing certain regions of the corkscrew surface that re

semble the human cerebral cortex, we need to use different initial points and pos

sibly initial direction angles. Below, we have illustrated the geodesics starting 

at the initial point ( ~, ~) with the initial direction angles (J = ~~ i, i = 1, ... , 50, 
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using RK4 method. 

Figure 25: (The Corkscrew Surface) Geodesic curves in the uv-plane using RK4 

method. (h = 0.1, n = 30 steps) 

Figure 26: (The Corkscrew Surface) Geodesics on the surface using RK4 

method. (h = 0.1, n = 30 steps) 
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-1.2 

Figure 27: (The Corkscrew Surface) Geodesic circles on the surface using RK4 

method. (h = 0.1, n = 15 steps) 
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Chapter 5 

Calculating Geodesics on Surfaces 
Resembing the Human Cerebral Cortex 

In this chapter, we will describe the human cerebral cortex and the importance 

of the studying it. The most common method used to reconstruct the cortical 

surface will be briefly discussed; then we will present an alternative method 

which calculates geodesics on the surface itself. Our agenda is to analyze two 

surfaces that resemble globally a larger part of the cortex which might aid in 

finding an approximate parametrization of the cortical surface. 

5.1 Defining the Human Cerebral Cortex 

In human beings, the brain governs the central nervous system which is re

sponsible for human behaviour. It is comprised of two parts: gray matter and 

white matter. Gray matter, also referred to as the human cerebral cortex, is 

the outer layer consisting of nerve cells and fibers. The cortical surface is often 

visually represented as the ellipsoid surface (see Figure 28; the picture is take 

from en.wikipedia.orgfwiki/CerebraLcortex). The surface of the brain is an 

extremely complex structure to study, but very important, as it plays a crucial 

role in controlling sensations, thought and action. 
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Cerebral Ccrtl>x 

Figure 28: The Human Cerebral Cortex. 

White matter is the inner part, also comprised of nerve cells and fibers. It 

connects different regions of the cortex to make the brain systematically function 

as one unit. [10] 

The human cerebral cortex is the most intensely studied part of the brain and 

can be visually reconstructed for analysis. We will suggest certain methods 

for this analysis. Literature shows that studying the surface of the brain is 

important, since it is believed that there exists a relation between the function 

and structure of the human cerebral cortex. 

5.2 Geodesics and the Human Cerebral 
Cortex 

According to Van Essen et al. [11] and Schwartz et al. [9], the most common 

type of surface reconstruction of the human cerebral cortex is represented by 

a two dimensional flat map. To construct a flat map, a region of the cerebral 

cortex is selected and marked with geographical landmarks or points. Since the 

cortex is bumpy with many dents and grooves, the region is smoothened out so 
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that it can be represented in two dimensions. Using the surface-based warping 

algorithm, the minimal distance to each point is calculated. The points are 

mapped onto a two dimensional fiat map. From the fiat map, distances at each 

point can be computed using the two dimensional coordinate system. 

Flat maps are deemed to be the most compact way of reconstructing the cortical 

surface, since a selected region can be visualized in a single view. However, in 

the process of converting the three dimensional cortex onto a two dimensional 

fiat map, distortions to the shape of the cortical surface are inevitable, since 

there is no isometry between the cortex and the corresponding fiat map. Also, 

the smoothening and the edges of the selected region cause distortions in the 

two dimensional representation. The distortions made by using the surface-base 

warping algorithm are not major setbacks in the method, but refinements of the 

algorithm are needed due to inaccurate representations of fiat maps in higher 

resolutions. The paper [11] by Van Essen et al. does claim that measurements of 

distance are best made by calculating geodesics along three dimensional surfaces 

and that ellipsoidal maps would have less inaccurate representations than a fiat 

map. 

Instead of using the surface-based warping algorithm to generate a representa

tion of the human cerebral cortex, we can focus on the entire cortical surface and 

numerically calculate geodesics directly on it without changing the shape of the 

surface. The challenge to this method is producing an approximate parametriza

tion of the cortical surface due to the structural complexity. What we can do 

is to investigate the surfaces that resemble the cortex. By analyzing various 

parametrizations of surfaces, we could possibly find an approximate cortical 

surface parametrization. 

We will investigate two particular surfaces that resemble the cortical surface: 
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the ellipsoid surface and the bumpy ellipsoid surface. As mentioned before, 

the cortical surface can be represented (approximated) as the ellipsoid surface. 

Also, as suggested in the paper by Van Essen et al., the ellipsoid surface can be 

used to create a topological representation of the cortex. We will deform the 

ellipsoid surface to produce the bumpy ellipsoidal surface which better resembles 

the cortical surface. We will discuss these surfaces and numerically calculate 

geodesics on them. 

The Ellipsoid Surface 

The ellipsoid is a regular surface parameterized by 

x( u, v) = (a cos( u) sin( v), bsin( v) sin( u), ccos( v) ), 

where the coefficients a, b, care positive numbers, u E [0, 21r) and v E [0, 1r]. The 

numbers 2a, 2b, 2c are the diameters of the ellipsoid surface. 

·2 

Figure 29: The Ellipsoid Surface. (a= c = 2, b = 3) 

We use various initial points and initial direction angles to draw geodesics. 

Below, we have illustrated the geodesics at the initial point (f, f) and initial 

direction angles 9 = ~; i, i = 1, ... , 12, using RK4 method. 
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Figure 30: (The Ellipsoid Surface) Geodesics in the uv-plane, showing actual 

points calculated by using RK4 method. (h = 0.05, n = 40 steps) 

Figure 31: (The Ellipsoid Surface) Geodesics on the surface using RK4 method. 

(h = 0.05,n = 40 steps) 

As described earlier, we construct geodesic circles. Using these circles, we can 

estimate distances on the ellipsoid surface. 
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Figure 32: (The Ellipsoid Surface) Geodesic circles on the surface using RK4 

method. (h = 0.05, n = 11 steps) 

There were computation obstacles in generating geodesics on the ellipsoid sur

face. Only a limited number of steps and geodesics could be calculated at once. 

One reason being is that there was a break down in memory allocation in Maple. 

The Bumpy Ellipsoid Surface 

The bumpy ellipsoid surface is a regular surface parameterized by 

x( u, v) = [f(a+bcos(mu) sin(nv)) sin( v) cos( u), g(a+bcos(mu) sin(nv)) sin( u) sin( v), 

h(a + bcos(mu) sin(nv)) cos(v)] 

where u, v E [0, 27r), the coefficients a, b, J, g, h are positive numbers, and the 

coefficients m, n are positive integers. The coefficients a, b govern the depth of 

the bumps and grooves and the coefficients m, n change the "bumpness" and 

rigidity of the ellipsoid. It is interesting to note that in research, similar surfaces 

are used to model tumors. [4] 
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2.8 

Figure 33: The Bumpy Ellipsoid Surface. (a= 1, b = 0.05, m = 10, n = 20, f 

= 3, g = 4, h = 3) 

Thus, by deforming the ellipsoid surface, we achieve a closer representation to 

the human cerebral cortex. We will plot the geodesics on the surface at the 

initial point (~, ~) and initial direction angles()= ~~ i, i = 1, ... , 10, using RK4 

method. 

1.8 

1.6 

1.4 

" ... 
... 
0.6 

. . . · 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 

Figure 34: (The Bumpy Ellipsoid Surface) Geodesics in the uv-plane, showing 

actual points calculated by using RK4 method. (h = 0.05, n = 15 steps) 

Again, due to the constraints on hardware and software, we can only show a 

few geodesics. It is interesting to note how the geodesics in Figure 31 cross one 
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another. On the surface, the geodesics look scattered and the direction of the 

geodesics looks rather unpredictable. 

Figure 35: (The Bumpy Ellipsoid Surface) Geodesics on the surface using RK4 

method. (h = 0.05, n = 15 steps) 

Constructing geodesic circles allows us to estimate distances on the surface. 

Figure 36: (The Bumpy Ellipsoid Surface) Geodesic circles on the surface using 

RK4 method. (h = 0.05, n = 10 steps) 
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Computational difficulties arose again when we were calculating geodesics on 

the bumpy ellipsoid surface in Maple. Only a limited number of steps and 

geodesics could be generated. Producing only 10 geodesics on the surface took 

a long time to compute. When we tried to draw more than 10 geodesics, Maple 

would loose its memory allocation and freeze. 

The best way to study the surface of the human brain, in particular distances, 

may be to calculate geodesics directly on it. If an approximate parametrization 

is developed, then through geodesic analysis, we can yield fairly good approx

imations of distance. The accuracy of approximation is discussed in the paper 

[10] by Teo et al. If an approximate parametrization cannot be found, then sur

faces that resemble the cortical surface locally can be used to conduct similar 

work as shown in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, a parametrization of a large part of the 

cortical surface would be ideal to perform geodesic calculations on; however, due 

to the complexity of the structure, it may not be possible. In finding a global 

parametrization of the cortex, one obstacle is computer power- the hardware, 

in particular, but also software. In our research on relatively "simple" surfaces, 

we experienced some obstacles in computing geodesics numerically. Definitely, 

the computer hardware should be more powerful and the computer software 

more advanced (or we could have tired application like Mathematica) in order 

to handle complex calculations. 

In practice, the bumpy ellipsoidal surface which is used to analyze tumors was 

most likely developed by investigating different modifications to the usual sphere 

parametrizations. Similarly, since the human cerebral cortex resembles the el

lipsoid surface, modifications to the ellipsoid surface seem like a fairly logical 

way of analyzing it. However, if a global cortical parametrization cannot be 

found, then local regions of the cortex can be investigated, as seen in Chapter 

4, to aid in understanding the structure of the entire human cerebral cortex. 

One avenue of future research is implementing the phase flow method to nu

merically compute a large number of geodesics on the human cerebral cortex. 

The phase flow method, which has been developed recently, is claimed to be ef

ficient and accurate. [13] In the case of geodesics, instead of solving differential 

equations of geodesics at one initial condition as in RK4 method, the system is 

calculated at many initial conditions at once. This method constructs a geodesic 

flow map which is a trace of all the geodesics with various initial conditions. 
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In various disciplines, many physical based problems are better understood using 

geodesics. For instance, the study of a large number of geodesics is important 

in computational physics where the phase flow method is applied. In analyz

ing high-frequency wave propagation, trajectories which are also referred to as 

geodesics are computed on a surface from various initial points, producing many 

trajectories. The trajectories create a "wavefield" from which the dynamics of 

wave propagation is analyzed. [13] Thus, calculating geodesics on surfaces can 

serve as a useful tool in learning the nature of various physical problems. 
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Appendix A: General Calculations of a Surface 

The first and second derivatiVe of the surface X with respect to the variables u and v .. 
clp!1{u(!ul; 
dpCY.u,~vl; 

:t~ri;;~~P' Xu; X1.0];; 
s ll:tpl1 fy! dp!. Xu; :<::v} } ; 
.s.i::.1:1pLlfy~dptXV;XVJ); 

d.i.ntpl:~.fytdiZf tE, tq}; 
.J.i.:rttpL~fy{dif.f IE,"<:; 1; 
s~plify!d~fffG,·.q ~: 
$~mpl.!..f!'t4~H (\1,...,):)' 
.a'-rn.pl.ii!y <d:.fi: {F' .uJ}; 
s::.mpli ~?td::. ff. t?, 9)}; 
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Appendix B: Differential Equations of Geodesics for a Surface 

[

[ ~f:~·:~i~ts): 
dp:'"' p:::ac(&,Yl 
Xll! .. >!'! 1 i +8[41 ~'ti J !+l:fJ1 ~y [1) 
-<.!nd~ 

[Calculation of the dot product 

'.z~~= i~g~;iHL~t; ~~~ii:~l;~~; ~~;i~it~L~~l~ 
[

., f~~!l~\~~0~~;· 

simplif;n (Xu,!vJ 1 ~ 
~nd: 

[The first derivative of the surface X with respect to the variables u and v. 
EFG:"' pa:<x{:tJ 
iot:.:tl El,fi'~G,!; 
~:"' Ja<::f{X>; 
/!::"' dp!7!1i.Y.j1J;: 
f?:-;; dp!'lilL~f2l;~ 
0:""" dpCti2Ltf2Jn 
s..i.w.plify{ [lSLF ,GJ;; 
el'\d: 

The coefficients of the first fundamental form. 
DE?G•"' p['eo(x·~ 
Loc:L:~l Eu,Ev,!i''.l,Fv,Gu,<h:,Si 
S:"' ZFCtX.) J 
E:u·.= sirnplU:nd.iffCSt li ,'..t) l, 

!~;: ;t:ti~~~i!~~~i!~l :~~: f 
G\1.:= sl.mpli..fyt<:b.fftS!l! ,".!) l i 
Gt';""' suapli£y(·chft(Sj3].v}lJ 
simplify: !'£:u.,::v,Fu,Fv,Gu,G;rj): 
end.~ 

I The first derivative of the coefficients of the first fundamental form with respect to the variables 
Lu and v. 
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t;o~cq:= p;.·oc(8} 
lot:>l1 .aql # eq2: r tfflt1H.l!.! 111, GPM.!i.!!.! 112, G-~.t"\ 122, GN4Mi'\2ll, G&-IMA2l2, 
GA.l'-\MA.222. sIT; 
S:"" gF(;CO J 
'!!~«> DEFG{&) ~ 
OAM!A'.Alll ~"" Hmplilyt (St l] "T(l 1-:!~<St 2] "'i'[1 j +Sf 2! aT[ 2 J} f {2"" {S! l j *S 
(3J-tS{2.} 2})p; 
GAl1!i.l\ll2: = .u;.mpl:Lfyt {S[ )j "1'(J J -51:!! '"TiS))! p-;; {Sll1 ~sp J ··S! :! j '2)? 
}; 
GAJ-i!ti'\122: := .snmpl1.ty( !2"'SI J j ~'.r! 1)-S(J i 't'f S l --S!:! 1 "l'! 6!}: p~ {St 11 As 
iJi-Sf2J ·::nu~ 
G.A.Mt-!A.Zll:~ .>.im?lify{ (2M Sf 1 j ~'!'[")l-Si 2 [ "Tf 2] -S(::!.)-'l'i 1 j)! t2"' (St lt~s 
!3!-S(2j/2:\}); 
GAHMA2iZ: = aimp.Li fy{ tSi l i '·T[51-S(2: j ~'! t3 i ) / (2"? tS[.l! -si 3 i···S( 2] .. 2J) ,, 
<l.Al>\¥.A22~: = s.i.mp.l.ify\ \Sf l i ~'I"! ~'i )-2'~"Sf2 i ~'i'f i .l ')"S [2 j ~:t'! S]) / t 2" (9f.1 p<S 
("3 J-:512\. 2J)); 
~ql~= diff{ui\:.),\:.$2; + subs{1u=:J."("!:}#v=<r{CJ} 1 GAMM.Alll)"~qii:f(U\t! 
.t.} 2. + a·~)';ub:s{{'J."'Ut~l,•J=vt·t.j}, GAH!4Al~?l~d:tff:1.1{i;),l:.} .. d.i.f!tviti 

~~~.: ~~~:s~~:;~3~=:t;~t~t~~i~t~~:~~~fJ~!~k~~i1 ~ "lff!(\l {t! 
,t._l'"2 + 2ir:lUbll{(U·-=>U(t],'I"'V(t)} 1 G.AMfx.A21".!}'"cllfif{U{'i:.~_,'i:.~"dlt:f!V(t~ 
,t} + subsf{u·.,ul,t}, v=v(t}} 1 UAMHA222}"'""Ciiif(-,tt),t\~2 = 0; 
eql~ ~q2; 
end: 

~
~al~~ti~n ~f ~e l ~ifferential equations of geodesics of the given surface. 

Insert the surface parametrization with three components . 
. · 9oS<XJq:XI; 

Displays the calculated differential equations of geodesics. 
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Appendix C: Euler's Method 

&u:::~ s.:.mpliEyt]diEftX{i.J 1 n,},diift8:[2j 1.1 
3.\"' = .s.:.mpl.i.fyt l d.i ff cg{ .Lj; v1 1 dlff !&[lj 
'l.U\l ~"' simplify(!. diff (~Uf lJ ~U} rcli:if L:l.~l 

i~:~: :±:~±t;~ ~I ~t;; :i~g L~; ;~t~; ~ ~~ 
Slmpl.Lfy!dp;&u,Xa);, 
slmpl.!.fr!dp!Kn,X•n 1 • 

s~mpl.i.fy!dpf!!'v.~.;.•)}: 

~~~= :t:i±;~:~~:~:::~~ ~ ~ 
F•.o = s::.mpli.fyt<hff tF ,u l 1' 
F·..:-:<= .s:usplifyC<hfftF'.v;:: 
Gv.:""- :;u.mplify(<hff.(Grtl)l: 
Gv:·"- .'Silll~iif;t(d:;.if(G.V)l~ 

,<:2 1f{:tjJ 1 ,u} J 1: 
,d ff{:{I)!,V)j}~ 
,1.1 ,d.lff{X.U[3j 1 U)j}·. 
,-:: ,dif:f(Xuf.q,<rl iP 
,v ,-iifftXvf3J,vl[): 

GAHMAlllf"' subs({\l'"lt1(lJ, v:::w:-· S.lmpl..ii.!?(!G-<£u-2:·?><fn..;.F'•'l3v;; 
t2"(E"'~-(P'2l '})) { 
(".,AHMAlt:::::::: suhar{a•:t't(1(lj, "J:::W[ [j, s;.u;pl.i.eyt{G,.Ev--E'""G\ij/('::~tE"'G·· 
F"2l1}}: 
GA.Mt-ci.!ZJ~= stths:\iu-""Wl1! ?=;.1'(2}}, "limpli£jt{\-::!:··G~~"F.,-G'"Gu-F'0Vl/ 

~~1~ "':l~!~~~ {Y=wll i ·.r.::~[2J }, siJ:tpli!:f{ :.z··gar,-,-l.-Z"Elv-r~E;..tJ / 
tL"!;di_~~~2~} !{1~~ :. {lJ~li l i '?'=trt 2: i}, ~L"!tp.!.lfy t u~~·su-F""E<?l i :. 2" (~"G
F ~J l l J: 
GA11lM222;= .suhzt{u=w(lJ, 1.'"""-Wi2i i3l.mpl;.fyi.t:E~Gv-1···?*?7.;.F'"'Gu}/ 
(2"C~'"G-J.l'"'2}1~}: 

Calculations of dot product, the first and second derivative of the surface X with respect to the 
variables u and v, The coefficients of the first fundamental form, the first derivative of the 
coefficients of the first fundamental form with respect to the variables u and v and Christoffel 
IIY"'bols. 
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.J.l:.<.::::.:.!lto._.9'G'-"ttCS::.C l ::: J?I'OC \ ;(~ 
Loc>ll y,~ .. p.q; 

~;: !T~tf !u~!:{.,l, -~J ~kt-rt l J}; 

&>" t.Jl'li + h"·{~l""GAMl:.!Alll"t.tf1i - J·~GAMMA.l12"w!J'j*wf4l-
Gtl-...MMA.122"'w( ~] ~.:;n; 
q:'" wj~i ·!- h-·t-l~G.AMt4A2ll"w[3} - 2-G-P.>at.~212"-w!J]lw(~}-
G-AJ1li.l\2~2 ~':'.1'! -lJ,.. 2} ; 
(l.l ~<)' ~P, qj; 
<a!'l.d; 

[
Eulo;,r:s~ m~:1d' iteration formula. 

s~c.¢ps:""' 100: 
in1.-tiai,?Qlnt ~ = ! 0, OJ 1 

num_g'!Ol = l001 

~ -~e~~~~~!~~~~=~~~~~~ ;ai calculate geodesics. 

r Displays Eule(s method iteration formula. for J fr~m 1 to :::mm_g.z;c do 
LoJ.t.l.alao.ql~i J l:" (:!"'!Htnum ge-Ql '); 
bnt:;.al<:hr(l'Ci:.J.<")-1\f j 1;"""' 1 e.val'F i<~¢e tin:;. tia.Lt~ugLa-t J 1) 1; ~val£ t:J h1 

;Y::i~i~i~iit;~f~£ ~ i i, ini !:.iulyoint: l2l, initi.:!ld::.rection [ j ·1 f :!1, 
ini tl.:oldir>Jci:.i.on[ J] [21 l; 
u(tll ~= W! lj; 
qjtq~= w!:!!; 
p!O!:= w[l]; 
q[Oi '< w(4); 

~~~,~i l.;~;:t!_:~~~~:io7~~~e ~a 
Y[:tj:= w(lJ; 
Vflj~= "tJ'ilj~ 
pjl j ~"" ,.,.pi: 
q{ i 1:, wi-t i ~ 
T;J;·:: W\4' 

~nd <3<H 
g~cd~sl.~i j i l::: plvt \[seq( f. u.j::.! -~' t Lj 1. ::.:::0., steps) l .c.:.lo:;.·=blue, 
ai:.Jle=point,a~'1!'1bcL=-p-otntJ ~ 
poio.t.st= {~~qt;atuj.tjJ'J'flP, ht1lfl\f9il.l}, c:fut.i.LV1:tJ}l,i.=¢:, 
s!:.cyp~) }: 
gc-o! J! >" pointpoi.oi:.'ld(!?Oints,coior==c·~~l; 
end do: 
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tor i from 1 to num geo do 
initialan9le{i]~= (!~Pi/num geo)~i~ 
initialdix;act.ion( i 1 ~It:" tevalTtcos (initialangl~i il)), evalf { ain 
(.itJitialangi.e[.i J)) J; 
w~ ::z ( i.nitialpo:int( 1 j fin it ialpoint r 2 j > in.itialdirect ion r ll [ 1}; 
initialdir~ction[iJ(2lli 
u(OI ~"' w{ 1] t 
v(Ol ~= w{2j f 
uroJ := w[Jl: 
q(OJ := "[4J; 
q[LO]:= (u[O),v[O])> 
for j from 1 by 1 to steps do 
ww;~ iterate geodesic{w); 
u[j]:= «[1];-
v(j}~"' w[2jt 
p[j] := w{JJ: 
q(j J := w[ 4J r 
w:= 'VIW; 
9l.i;j]t= {u[}}rV{jJlt 
end do~ 
geod[ ij := plot ( [s<•q( [q( i, j l f l] ,g[i, jJ Pll, j=O, ,st·•psl 1 ,color-> 
blue, st.v le=point., s_ymbol=point} : 
points:= {.seq( {a{ufj],v[jj )~ b(u{j] 1 if{jj} 1 C{IJ.{jj;V{jj }] 1 j=O., 
steps}}~ 
geot i 1 o= pointplot..ldtpoin·ts fcolor"'-red); 
end dox 

r The first and second loop calculates geodesics in the uv-plane, showing actual points 
LcaJculated. 

for i from 1 by l to num geo do 
for j from 0 by 1 to stePs-1 do 
linesegment[ i J ( j) '" plots[ display] { line(!q[.l, jJ [ 1) ,9[ L, j) [ 2] 1, 
[9[i,j+l]{l],'J[i,j+lj[2)j))< 
<md do: 
-end doo 

for i from 0 by .1. to num geo do 
for j from l by 1 to stej)s-1 <lo 
circl->segment [ i 1 [j 1 : • plots[ display)! lin<>{ [9[ i, jIll j ,g[ i, j 1 [2) 1, 
(q[i+l,jj[l],g\i+!,jj[2jj))< 
circle•egment[Oj [j]: = plots[ display)! line{ [ qf l, j I f1l, 9 [1, j Jl2 j 1 , 
fgtnum_g~o;j l r lj ;qfn\Jm_geo;j J [211)}: 
-end do: 
end dot 

for i from 0 bv 1 to num geo do 
tor- j tram 1 oY 1 to stePs-t do 
circlese'Jment3d[ i) [ J J := plots [ d>Splay] (line< [ a(q[', JJ [ lj ,g[ i, j 1 

HBi,~mUl !il ;~r~;~! t!P5 ;[l\';~[m;Jmt; 1 i mH:.~:!:UT~!· 
[ Hl, j l [21 l])}' 
circlesegmentJd[O] [j l := plots [display) (line ( [ a(g[ l, j J flj, g[ 1, j J 
[2]), b{g[l,jjfl],g[l,jj[2]l, c(g[l,jJ[l1,g[Lj][2J)J, [a(q 
{ num_geo, j j tl j ,gfn,.un_g~or j J f l J) ~ b{gl num_geo~ j 1 f 1 j ~grnum_ge<>, j J 
{ 11) r ctg{num_geo,j j t 11 ,g[num_geo, j J [ 2J l])): 
end do~ 
end doo 

I The first loop calculates geodesics in the uv-plane as curves, The second and third loop 
Lcalculate geodesics as circles in the uv-plane and on the surface respectively. 
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~!~~~~~rr~o+lj~~ ?lOtJd(ja{u,~), b{UrV), C{U,V})f u=O .. P~. v=-2~ 

display(geo[num_geo+lj '; 

display (seq{ [9eQdesic! j 1 j 1 j=l .. num_geo} r s<:aling=const.rained~ 
vie"=[-5 .• 5, -5 .• 5]): 

display~ seq( { geo[j} 1. j=l .. num_geo+l}, scaiing=con.strained ,view:::= 
f-5 .. 5, -5 .. 5, -5 .. 5]); 

~isplay(seq, seq{ { linesegment { i] [j J] ~ j=O .. sl:..eps-1), i=l.. num_geo}) 

display t seq!:seq{ f circlesegment l.i j f j 11, i=O~. num_geo-1} 1 j:t:2 .. 30) J:: 

displ~y,seq(seq{ [cuclesegmentld f ij [j]], i=O •. num_geo-1), j=2 •• :>0) 
); 

The first command displays the surface. 

The second command displays geodesics as points in the uv-plane. 

The third command displays geodesics as points on the surface. 

The fourth command displays geodesics as curves in the uv-plane. 

The fifth command displays geodesics as circles in the uv-plane. 

The sixth command displays the geodesic circles on the surface. 
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Appendix D: Runge-Kutta Method of Fourth Order 

[' 
['> 

.restart~ 

w.ith(plot.s) ~ 
with(plottools}~ 

a:"' (u,.;:) -> !J~ 
b:• (U,V) -> V: 
c:~ (u .. ~) -> u~J-l~u~vA2~ 
X:Q [a{urv),b{u,vl~cfu,v)]; 

[Insert surface parametrization with three components. 
dp~= pr'OO(X, Y} 
ll:[lj*Y[l] +li:[2]'Y[2] + X[l]'Y[l]; 
and; 

X:ut= simplify( [ diff( :q 1 if lJ), di£f~.K[2 J ( u); di.ff (K:[ ll,. u)]) ~ 
Xv:~ simplify( [diff(!(lj ,V) ,d.iffiK[2j ,v) ,diftfX[lJ ,V) J): 
X\!U := simplifyf(diff !Xu[ l], u) ,diff ntu[ 2], u) ,dlff {Xu[3 J ,u) ) : 
Xuv: • aimplifyqcliff {Xu[ 1 J, v) ,diff ( 4u[ 2], v) ,diff (Ku[3 J, q) ) : 
&vv: = simplify(( diff {Xv( lJ, v 1 ,diff < Xv[2J ,tr), diff (l!v[ 3], v) ) : 

E~= s~mplify{dp{XurXU)}~ 
F:• simplify(dp{Xu,Xv)): 
G:= simplify(dp{Xv,Xv)): 

Eu:"' simplify(dJ.ff(l!:,u} 1 • 
:S:v:"' simplify(diff{E,v}) { 
Fu~= simpl.'!.fy{d.tff{F ~u,) ~ 
!'v:= sl.r.lplif.Y{difi(F,V))> 
Gu:= slmplily(diff(G,u)}: 
Gv:= simplify(diff(G,v)): 

GP~lll;: sub9{{u=uu. v=VV}, simplify((G~Eu-2~F~Fu+F~Ev)/{2~{E~G
{F'2ll))): 
GAM112 ~= SUb6{ {U=uu, v=VV} 1 simplify{ {G*Ev-F.;"1,.1U) i {2·'· ( E:~G-F" 2))}} 

GAM12:2 ~ = subs{ {u==uu, v=vv}, simplify( { 2 ~Gn-F•J-G~·Gu-F*Gv) I (2* (E:*G
PA2}}p: 
G.ro-1211 ~:::: subs t {u=uu, v=vv}, simplify ( ( 2 ;,E~·FI..!-E···Ev-F .. Eu} It 2-" {E"·G
l' '2) )l); 
GAM212x'"' suhs{{u,..,uu. ve:oo..rv}, :simplifytCS:~GLi-F-,.rEv)i{2...-{E*G-F"'2}))} 
: 
(!AM:222 != subs { fu:::::uu, v=vv} r simplify{ (E>-Gv-l""F*F'v+Fh3u;! {2~· t E~G
FA2)))): 

GMtMAlll:==unapply(GA!H11 ,uu)vv): 
GAMMA112 :z:::unapply {GA.t-1112 ,uu, vvJ; 
GAMMA122: ~ cunapply (GA.t-1122 ~uu: vv) ~ 
GAl'.fMl\211 ~ =tmappl.y (GAM211,uur vv) ~ 
GAMMA212~~unapply(GAMQ12,uu.vv)I 
GAMMA222:=unapply(G&M222,uu,vv): 

[

Calculations of dot product, the first and second derivative of the surface X with respect to the 
variables u and v, The coeflidents of the first fundamental fonn, the first derivative of the 
coeflidents of the first fundamental fonn with respect to the variables u and v and Christoffel 
!lylllbols. 
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fl~=(t,uu,vv,pp,qq)->pp: 
fZ~=(t~uu,vv,pp,qq)->qq! 
f1: = ( t., u.u, vv 1 PP<qq) ->-l 11GAM..t.m.lll { uu ~ VY) "'PP .. ~ - 2 11 GA.Mt<!All2 (uu, '-YV} 

•pp•qq- Gl'&1MA121(u\1,VV)'qq'2: 
f4~;{t,uu,vv,pp"qq)->-l*~ll{uu.vv}~pp'l - 2~GAMMA2ll{uu,vv} 
'pp•qq- GN1MA221{uu,vv)'qq'2: 

geodesic by rk4~= proc{w) 
local Us-Vr-P 1 q, klltk12,k13,k14 1 k2l,k22,k2J,k24~k31,K32,k33, 
k34,k41fk42~k43,k4i,tt' 

J<lL=h"fl(tt,w[ 1 j ,w[.2] ,w[J} ,<1(4)}: 
k12 :=h"f2{tt rW[ 1! ,w{21 ,w[3J ,~;"Jf-!j}; 
k13:=h'fJ{tt,w{ 1] ,w{ 2] ,«{3[ ,w[4j); 
l.t14t=h*"f4(tt,wt 1 J ~ w{ :!] , wf 31, w[ 41); 

k2l: •h- fl ( U+h(2 ,w[ 1] +kll/2 ,w[2]·>kl2/2, W'{ 3] +kl1/2 ,w[ 4 j +1<1412 > 
k22' ~h·•f2 < t<+h/2,w[ 1 J tkll/2 ,w( lj·>kl2/2 ,w(3 j +kH12,w! 4 )+k14/2 > 
1<23 •=h'fl ( tt+h/2 ,w[ 1 J +kll/2, w( Z l +k12/2 ,»{3 ]+1<13/2, w[ 4[+kH/2) 
l<H•=h'f4(tt+ll/2 ,l>1[l] +k!l/2,w[2 j +!<12/2 ,w{3 ]+k13/2 ,w[ 4] +kl4/2) 

kJl:~h•fl(tt~h/Z,w[l]+k21/Z,w[2j+k22/2,w[Jj+k!J/2,w 4]+k24/2} 
k32>~h•f2(tt+h/2,w[1]+k21/2,w[2]+k22/2,w{J]+k2J/2,w 4j+k24/2} 
k33' =h'' f3 ( tt.+h/2 ,w[ l]+kH/2 ,w[21 +k22/2 ,w[lj+1<2312 ,w 4]+1<24/2} 
kl·! > =h- f4 ( tC+h./2 ,w[ lj +1<21/2 .w[ ~ l +k22/ 2, w{J] +k23/2, w 4j +1<24/2) 

k4l•=h•fl(tt+h.w{lj+k31,~[2]+kJ2,w[3J+k33,w[IJ+k34) 
kl2•=h'f2(tt+h.w[lj+k31,w[2]+k32,w[lj+k33,w(l]+kl4) 
k43:=h• f3(tt+h, w[ lj +1<3! ,w[2] +k32, wp J+k3J, w[4] +kH) 
k4<l•=h'f4(tt+h, "[ 1! +kJl ,w{ Z] +kl2 ,w[ 3] +k3J ,>J[ 4J+kl4) 

u:= eval.f(wfll -t- 1/5~(kll 2 11 k21 + 2...,.k31-+ k.41}) 
v~= evalfcw[Zl + 1/5'"'(kl:! 1- 2 11 k22 +- J· .. k32 + k~l2}) 
p~= evalfH'l[31 + l/6'~(klJ + 2*k2:l +- 2·"k'l3 + k-13)) 
q~= evalf{w(~] + !f6k(kl4 + 2•k23 + z~k34 + k44}) 
tt;=a[5]+h; 
{u,v,p,.q, ttl; 
end~ 

[
[~un~~K~~ ~ethod of fourth order iteration formula. 

steps~'= 20: 
num geo~= 10~ 
initialpoint?~ fO,Oj~ 

[Setting up initial conditions to calculate geodesics. 
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f.o); j .t:rom .l to num gao do 
initialan91efjjt= (2~Pi/num 9eo}~j? 
inltialdirection{jl~= {eval!{coslinitialanqle[jj)) 1 evalf{sin 
{.init.ialanqle[j J) l]; 
w~;::: r initialpo.int t 11 'inil: ialpoint f 2] ' ini tialdirect ion f j j [ 1 J ~ 
initialdi~~ction[j]f.2],0]' 
u[O] := w[ l]; 
v[O] := w[2J; 
p(Oj >= w[Jj; 
q[O]'= w[4j; 
g[O,j] >= [u[O),vf.O]); 
for i from 1 hy 1 to steps do 
ww;~ geodesic by rk4(W}i 
u [ i 1 > = wflj ' - -
v[ i] ;= w[2} > 

p[ il := w{J]; 
qfij :;::: vrt 4j; 
w:"" ww; 
gt.LjJ~,..:: tufi)fvflj)t 
end do~ 
geodesicfjl:= plot{{seq{[ufi],vti1J.~=O.~stepsl1,coLor=black. 

~I!~=~~i{!~:-r~!rrr~;~1 i), b(u( ij ,vf i]}, c(u{ il ,v{ i]} I ,.i::rO, 

~;~f'j] f~ pointploUdfpoints, style• point., symhol•circl.>, 
symbol$ize""4 1 color=black); 
end do"' 

I The first and second loop calculates geodesics in the uv-plane, showing actual points 
LcaJcu!ated. 

t~~~~~:~~~~~ ~ ~~~~J.~;!; j=l,. eturo_geo+ 1}. scaling=unconstralned, view= 

dlsplaylseqt [gaodea.ictj 11, J=l., m.un geQ) 1 scaling=unconstrained. 

r

> geo{num_geoi-l J '=plot.ld{ [a{ u~v), b( u, V) ,c lU; v; 1, u=-2 .. 2, v=-2, ~2;: 

vi~f-L .3,-L -1] }; -

[Displays the geodesics as points on the surface and uv-plane respectively. 

for i from 0 ny 1 to step5-l do 

r

-for j from 1 to num_geo d<> 

lJ.neswgment.(lJ; ~ 1 · = pl<>tstd~spLl.y] < 1.~.nel i9't -t, j 1 f lJ ,gf .l,Jj [21 · 1 

[g[i•L;] f !) ,g· a.-LJJ [2) J )l: 
end do. 
end do. 
display{seq(ser.J{ { ll.n,~seqmen-c {:tJ [ j 11 ~ i=O st:.eps-1), j=l n:um_gecq. 
view=[-2 .. 2,-2. 2!}; 

[The first loop calculates and displays the geodesics in the uv-plane as curves. 
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tor i trom 1 by 1 to steps-1 do 
for j !rom l by 1 t<> num_g~o do 
ci<clesegmen-q i l [j 1 •= plots[ display 1 1 line( 1 g[ ~, j J r lJ ,g[ ,, j l t2 J 1, 
[g[i,j+IJ!l],g(1,j+ljj2JJ))o 
circleaegment[.i l {OJ •= plots[disph:r!! linet t g[ L lJ [ 11 ,q[ ;_, ll [ 21 J, 
[g[ i, nmn_geoj [ 11 ,g[ Ln\lm_geo] [2])))' 

circlesegment3d[ij(jjo= plot<[displayj,line<(a{g[i.J)[lj.g[i,jJ 
[lj), b{g[i,.J](ij,q[l.,jj[2]), c(g[i,j][l],g[i,jj[2JJL [aig[i. 
j+1J[lj,g[i,j+1J(2j), b(g[Lj->ljflJ,q[i,j+lJf2JJ. c(g[i,j+lJ[lJ, 
g[.Lj+l] [2}) 1} tcolo:c=red) ~ 
c.irclesegment3d( i] [0) o = plots [display] (line( [a !9( i, 1 J ( 1j, g( .i ,lJ 
[2}), b(g[i,lj(l],g[i,l][2]), c{g[i,lj(l],g[i,l][2J)], [a(g[i, 
num_geo j [ l] ,g [ i, num_ge<>j[2 j), b{g[ i, num_geoj [1], 9[ i, nUlll_geo] f2 j) 
, c(g[i,num_geoj[lj,g[c,num_geoj[lj}J),color=red)> 
end do; 
end do~ 

for i from 1 by 1 to st.eps-.1 do 
circleseqmentJd{i][num_geo}~=plot3diia{u,v),h(u,v),c{~.v}j(~=-5. 

s.v=-5 .5,style=patchnogrid): 
end do: 

display(s~q(seq{ f.ciccleseqment.f i 1 L j 11, j=(L . nwn_geo-l) ,i=l". 15} .• 
a:;zes,non~); 

~!i~T:~::1~:i: :~~:~:~~~rent3df i J { j i) rj=O •• num_geo-1), i=l .. 15} 

[

The first loop calculates the geodesics as circles in the uv-plane and then displays them. 

The second loop calculates the geodesic circles on the surface and then displays them. 
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Appendix E: Distance Formula for Poincare Half Plane 

r~.st~rf:.: 
-:.~ith~plota;: 
t.~it!Hplot:t,-:"~ol:.n: 

Gi:oo.t.:Mtca~"' prot:(A,BJ l.oc"l xO, R, tl~ !:.2.. i': 
H A(lJ=-Bill t:bcn RENI\Npbs.{lc~iili2]!A{2]ll} olJ>c 
XO~:::: SOlQ'e{d~j)j-:'>-l')<-3(2J'2 "'(A{lj-X}"27At:!i~2,X}, 
R:"' sq~t~(3tlj-X0)'2+BJ2j'2)j t.l:.= arceo..s Ct9t1J-::<1l)/R); 
t:!:.= arecoso;!AtlJ-xO}:.a;; F:=t _..,. lnnan{t/2:J)f 
RE'l"!JRN teva;U (ai>s ~Fa:;n-f'ftll))l fiend.; 

calculation of distance on the Poincare half plane surface. 
f~~{~i,:;{~j~h~~-B; local xo. R, tl, ~2. iL s:; 
plot {(!A,9j 1 ![i\jlj.Oi, (At1j 1 l'maztP:[:.:!:j, 9J.21•lj}, 
a~aling o: ~onst.l:"a.in-2-<iJ thl-dtl'l.ess= (2 1 .lj 1 .i.lo.es;;.yle= (1t2i:= 
else xO:= :iol'J"e l(S{li-X)'.2..,.'8f!J''2"' {A(lj-Z)'2+AJ.2)'2 1 X,l; 
R:"" iiqrt (0~flj-n.OJ'2*"9(2J '2}; h.:"" :-<O+R*cos\t}; 'l~= ~;"sin~t/; 
t:l;"> arocos{(B[.l)·20}/R}; !:.1~., ,;u:·cco-a t~A(l}-l~Ol:FU; 

plot.f!! &, 1 ,t:."--t-1,. !:.2. J, f3:, 'l, t"'O •. l?i/2 i J, colozrnbl'J.C . .sonli.n~'~ 
.c:on.s~~rtl l.O.ed, 
th:i<:J.tc.'<!SO"'{Llj, l.Uies.tyi.e"' t1~2ll fi. end~ 

Command to plot line segments on the Poincare half plane surface. 
g·~~sl.c_by_euLer: =p.roe:!u) 
l,o;eal u,v,p-fq; 
u:'-" a~valf(w('3) "\.l+'-tf lj J' 
v~"' Ht~;~n+wf2J 
EJl'-" z~,.pj~w!-lli 2j·f<'N'{J]; 
<!''" {('-'f{cij>'2-n~; l··2,~h/'t'l{ll""w(.'kj; 

i"'"'p,ql' 
and~ 

Euler's method iteration formula for the Poin~re half plane. 
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£1 {\:.,~<_}, 1 V7,pp,qq)->!?pt 
£2 (~~UU,V<7,pp,q_q) -C.>qqt 
fJ \ t ,UU,VQ' ,pp,qq} -'.>2"' p~>q~qjQ'',f: 
:f\1 t't.<UU,'9'11' 1pp.qq) -'"'((!q-2-pp" }) /"..~: 

geodevic-_by_rk-1.:= prot.:!tW~ 
lvcal <.l, q, p, q, kll.k12,kl3,k!·Lit2.1,!.:2Z,k:D,k.24.,kJL~J2.k3J. 
k.3':l 1 !;;H ,k'\12 .k.4) 1 it-A~} ,tt; 
kll :"'h""f1 (t.t 1 Wi 1 j ru(.2:J ,wf3 j ;Solj 11 l; 
k.12 :."'h"'f2 (t.t ,wf .l.) ,ut2.i ,t.,..p J: Wf 1! l; 
kl.1 '"'"h"':O ttt,H( 1 J ,-.rr2 i ,w{ J l ,"~<1[ 11); 

~~i ~ :~:i~ ~~~~~J.i:1~~i~ lk~l ~t:t ~ jli~12:2, wj J; ~k.lJ/2 .u( 4 ]+kl4/2) 
k22 :-::-b." f2 tttrh!2,wjll.,..l<l L/:!,w(.2j+kl:.!/2,w!3! .... >s..U/2 .ut 4]+kH:/2) 
k23 :-=-b." t3 (ti::Yh/2 1 wjl.l tl<J 1/2 ,t<1{2 J+kl:!/2, ~ooq 3J 'f"k..l.l/2 rU[ -1}+kl4(:?} 
k:!1; -::-b."'f4 (t~i-h/2 1 Vf l} i-:kll/2 ,wJ. 2 j+kl2 /2 ,wf 3"! 'f"k13/ 2 rU('i .l+-kH/~} 
k"3l: =h·~tl (t.~+b./2;v;( 1j+.io:.21/2 ,w-j 2! ~k::!2 /2:,'1-'1( l} +k23/2 ,vl <lj +k2~/2) 
k."32 ~=h .... £2 \t.t"+h/2, w( i l+k.U! 2 -~!2 j ~k:J:2 !2 ,<1"[ 3 ]+k23/2, wf4j·rk2~/:) 
k.3J: '* ¥fJ (t.t:+h./2,w[l.)+k2lt 2. wj2 t~k:!l!:!,t'J( 3 J+k23.'2, w[41 +klo:l/2) 
k)':l t"'h~f.s. l. t.t+h./2, w(.l J +R:ll/2 ,"Wj Z J..-J.t22!2 ,<'1t.). j+k23/2 ,wl41 +k.2..li2} 
k-11 t "'h""fl {t.t+b..~t 1] tk31 rt:r[l:j +k3j ,"J() j+k33 .-t:( -1) +kJ4) J 
k-112, ""h*f2 ctt.;..h.t•Jt l\"'"k31 ~D"!. 2 j +k12 .up i .-...!<33 ,vJ. -1 t +-k'H l i 
k-11 ~"-"h*f.'l (t.i:.<-h,..,-i l.j +k31 ,vf 2: i +k32 ,vj J / +k"3l ,u/ -1) +-k34l; 
k-:}4., "-h>c f4 (tt.~h,;..Jf ll +k"ll t'·.Ji 2 i +k32 ,,.q -1l +k33 ,wj 4: i ~k·H l; 
\1:'" C171llf(u{l} "' 1:5·~J.t1J. + 2""k21 + l"li.Jl ..o. k."ll})} 
V:"' ev;!!;l!(u(l:j ]/5"(k12 + 2~k2Z ·1- l"k:!2 -y k42};; 
&z"' ~valf!u!)j i' 1/i.i"'O<J; + 2"'k23 1- 2N~:;J i' k-llj); 
q:= <ttV:lllf(t,ri-lj + .t/U*Oc.\·~ + 2*k24 + 2"~.>t T k·l-ir) i 
tt ;""''J'l5! -rh; 
(\.t,17,p,~,\:.t.); 
~nd: 

t

Runge-Kutta method of fourth order iteration formula for the Poincare half plane. 
' uum._geo:=4S: 

b.;::t 0.09) 
weeps;= 20~ 
:.ni-r..i...:-.lp<n.ni:::. ;= f ·.; l :g.t.ven_.J;?Oi.nt:. .' ""-t 1.. 4,::. -ll; 

Setting the initial conditions to calculate the geodesics. 
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~;~~:f~~~!~i!!~~~::;r~~~~r1~~~; ±~ltial~ngle( iJ j} .~valf{sin 
{ ini.tJ.alangllllf l j)} l; 

i~7~i!~~7~:!.IT!~~ l t l 2t~~~~'Al?Oin?; r 2! ~ ini;:i~ldirec;:ion I i "! { lt; 
~l(V]:"' w~lj~ 
9'{fll :::: l•q3p 
p[ Ul :'" w!J p 
qP.ll :"" s-t! ~ i; 
g(i,Oj~"' llA(O)r"iOJJ< 

for j hom l by 1 to s.tepe do 
"'t1~,..., g'«!Od0Ul<:_by_dt.,f!W); 
U{jj:=> '\ifW{lj; 
l.tf.j J :"" 1.Mf:! l; 
~!il , .• <M[11 i 

q{ Jl '= ""'[11 i 
::.-.r:"' wwr 
g{i 1j}t"' (;J.jjj,VtJ.\i; 
en.d d<1• 
gecrl{ i l ~"' pl~t J.:HJql (gt -i.; j I t1 j ;~( :~. ,J 1[2! l ~J~- .steps} I rc~l•">:l.'= 
bl-ue .. style=pol.:nt ,sjftnhol=pourt.} ~ 
end do~ 

The first loop calculates the geodesics starting at the initial point and the initial direction vector 
and iterates the geodesics by the step size as per the number of steps indicated. The second 
loop pJots the iterated steps of the geodesic as points. 

for i f<:om l by l t:c nu:u_9co d'O 
for j from 0 bsr l to steps-.L d;a 
J.lnese~nttil {Jj '"' piot.sjd..-!...sp,!..ay: {lincH jg( i,j l (.!I ;9! l,Jj (2) i, 
fg! .i.,j+lJ fll ,g!_.i.,j+ll P:lJ l} ~ 
CA1d ::to~ 
ond do~ 

f:::n: l f::.:·<:l:l {} i>y l i~ :oum_g€o <io 
for j fr<:'ll':l 1 by .i o;;o s~-sps-l do 
c.L~cl<aa~~t.i LJ lJ 1 := ?lotsf.disp.tay! tline( 1 9"! l ,:; j t 1 i ,qf l ~ J ll ~ l!, 
f 1 f.;,+ 1, j ! f 1 I~ g fA.+ 1, j ·1 f21 i J } ; 
circl-.cr.esment.l 01! j 1 P'' plotsfdi:7play] {line( {q( i.,j i i li ,gf l,j lPl!, 
(g{num_goo. j j i 1] .gtnum. __ gcc, j 1 P.l))) ( 
~d do: 
e.nd do: 

~~~efc!~;~!t~~~--~~o }~j1~: 1 ~n'i:p la·t { ! ~.P- "ell-~int i l} , 
givcn_point i 2 i J} ~ 
end 4ot~lr~les-egu:~nt i nu..:1'l_g-eo l ill;,. ?o:tntplot! /.lni ;:.J.~lpolnt [ l.J , 
:.nio:i.al!?"o:l'lt:[2J J):: 

The first loop calculates the geodesics starting at the initial point and the initial direction vector 
and connects the points {calculated in the above procedure) to generate geodesic lines. The 
second loop plots geodesic circles. The third loop plots the a given point in order to calculate 
the distance between the initial point and given point 
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~ 
iiispl.ny {seq: :s:cq( i c.i.:clcs~<J:!Ii::!nt! J. J { j J ; , ::.='0 • • nom._;r~o.>, J :::.1., 

St0f?S-i}); 

Displays the geodesic circles starting at the initial point and the given point 

-~~\I<•T_dx~tan?e:=d.istanc~ 11 ini\:::::..1l.p~~nt.i 1) ,::.n.i.?..J.,?Il,?Olntf 2 i i, 
(g.1.ven_po!.n'= ( i j .gi<.r«::n._jl()!.~~Pll); 

[

' ~~~~-=:~=;~~::~=~:3:; 

calculates the geodesic circle radius of "nhfv" and the radius of "{n+1 )hlv" and the actual 
distance of the geodesic. 
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